
Validations: The Essentials

For every SPECIES, SAMPLE TYPE, and HORMONE
you must validate your assay

Example: 
PROGESTERONE in HAIR of BLACK BEAR

THYROXINE in FEATHER of PURPLE MARTINS

CORTISOL in BALEEN of HUMPBACK WHALES



Three fundamental assay validations

1. Detectability:
Can the assay detect anything?

2. Parallelism: 
Does the metabolite that the assay is detecting 
bind well to the assay antibody?
- comparison of binding affinity of fecal extract
vs. pure hormone
- good parallelism = supporting evidence that the target 
hormone (the hormone you want) is actually present

3. Accuracy ("linearity"): 
Does the assay accurately quantify low & high 
concentrations, despite the presence of strange 
"matrix"? (fecal molecules, bile salts, hair keratin, etc.)

"3 ng/mL"



Detectability: Can the assay detect 
ANYTHING?

Pure hormone - low dose

Pure hormone – high dose

Pooled fecal extract 
is "on the curve"

Start by assaying 1 sample or a pooled sample



Detectability means something in the sample
is binding to the assay antibody

Pooled fecal extract

Tips for detectability:
Start with a pooled sample
(also use this opportunity to make
CONTROLS)
Do the sexes separately if possible

If undetectable: concentrate your sample
& try again

If still undetectable:
- try extracting more sample
- assay several samples, find out
which ones have highest hormone,
use those to make a new pool, 
& try again



Parallelism – Several dilutions of the pooled sample
Are the binding curves parallel?

The parallelism test
will also tell you
if you will need to
dilute your samples
(& how much)

Good parallelism =
the antibody is binding
well to your metabolite
(same binding affinity
as pure hormone)



How to make a serial dilution:

Pooled extract
from your species
& sample type

For a "50uL assay":
(50uL of sample per well)

Put 150uL of buffer 
into a set of
identical little vials

2 3 41

150uL 150uL 150uL
ASSAY BUFFER

For a "50ul assay"
(50ul of sample per well)
the pool should be a
minimum of 300uL

KH recommends
30uL x 10 samples



How to make a serial dilution:

Pooled extract
from your species
& sample type

Pipette 150uL of 
the pool
(from tube 1)
to tube 2

(same volume as the 
buffer) 

Tube 2 now has
more volume
than the other tubes

2 3 41

150uL



Pooled extract
from your species
& sample type

2 3 41 Cap &
vortex
Tube 1
for 10 sec



Pooled extract
from your species
& sample type

2 3 41 Cap &
vortex
Tube 1
for 10 sec

You have HALVED
the concentration



Pooled extract
from your species
& sample type

2 3 41 Pipette
150uL from
Tube 2
to
Tube 3

150uL



Pooled extract
from your species
& sample type

2 3 41 Cap &
vortex
Tube 3
(10 sec)



Pooled extract
from your species
& sample type

2 3 41 Cap &
vortex
Tube 3
(10 sec)

You have HALVED
the concentration again



Pooled extract
from your species
& sample type

2 3 41 Pipette
150uL from
Tube 3
to
Tube 4

150uL



Pooled extract
from your species
& sample type

2 3 41 Cap &
vortex
Tube 4
(10 sec)



Pooled extract
from your species
& sample type

2 3 41

Done!

The first tube & last tube
will have different volumes 
than the other tubes.

All the tubes in the middle
should have the same volume



Pooled extract
from your species
& sample type

2 3 41

For parallelism I usually assay 8 dilutions
(If you suspect very high hormone: 12 dilutions)

5 6 7 8

Last tube 
will always have
2x the volume
of the other tubes
Don't panic



2 3 41

Terminology:

5 6 7 8

1:1 1:2 1:4 1:8 1:16 1:32 1:64 1:128

"neat"

"one to one" "one to 128"

"full-strength"



2 3 41

You don't know the concentration of Tube 1
But you know every subsequent tube is
half of the previous tube's concentration

5 6 7 8

1:1 1:2 1:4 1:8 1:16 1:32 1:64 1:128

"neat"

"one to one" "one to 128"

"full-strength"



2 3 41

ASSIGN RELATIVE DOSES
To graph the results,

you will need to assign a "fake dose" to the first tube
"Anchor" number - this will "anchor" your graph

Try 2x the top standard

5 6 7 8

1:1 1:2 1:4 1:8 1:16 1:32 1:64 1:128

Anchor
50

ng/mL

Now assign every other tube a dose that is ½ the previous tube

25 12.5 0.39 
ng/mL

0.78 1.56 3.125 6.25 

The concentrations will be wrong
All you care about is the RELATIVE doses



2 3 41

Now assay them as unknowns
(alongside the usual set of standards)
& graph the results on the same graph

next to the standard curve

5 6 7 8

1:1 1:2 1:4 1:8 1:16 1:32 1:64 1:128

Anchor
50

ng/mL
25 12.5 0.39 

ng/mL
0.78 1.56 3.125 6.25 



Example: Cortisol

Good parallelism

The pool did not have
much hormone, but 
four dilutions were detectable

(dilutions 5-8 were not
detectable)



Secrets nobody publishes, #1:
Elimination of the curved portions of the curve

OK to eliminate
these from the graph
Binding is non-linear
at high & low
percent-bounds



Secrets nobody publishes, #2:
How parallel is "parallel enough"?

this is terrible
no binding

also pretty terrible

perfect parallelism

This will fail the statistical test
but is still a useful assay!

Clearly nonparallel
It's some other metabolite
Might still produce
useful data?



Secrets nobody publishes, #3:
Very good parallelism can still fail the F test
This is OK if slopes are numerically similar

This is VERY good
but is not PERFECTLY parallel

Use your brain: if slopes are
numerically similar, extremely
minor nonparallelism is OK



Secrets nobody publishes, #4:
What to do when you have half a curve

Option 1. 
Concentrate your sample
& try again

Option 2.
Assay several samples, 
find some "high hormone"
samples, use those to
make a new pool. Then
re-test parallelism

Parallelism cannot
be adequately tested
if there is not enough
hormone in the sample



Secrets nobody publishes, #5:
"Dog-legs"

Probably a
"matrix effect" –
interference from
other components
of the sample when
at strong concentration.

This is okay as 
long as you 
NEVER ASSAY
SAMPLES AT THOSE
DILUTIONS

Eliminate these points
from the curve, then
re-do your statistics
(& never use those dilutions)



Secrets nobody publishes, #6:
How to make a pretty graph

Same percent-bounds
graphed 5 times with
different "anchors"

You can "slide" the
line along the x-axis

All you care about
is the slope

10 100 1000 10,000 100,000 pg/mL



The parallelism test will tell you
which dilutions fall close to 50% bound



Remember the loss of precision 
on the "shoulders of the curve" ("tails")

"Percent
bound" 

0% 

100% 

50% 

LOGARITHM of true concentration
1 2 3 4 5 0 

Less precise

Less precise

More precise



Pick dilutions in the middle of the 
linear part of the curve

Either of these
dilutions will
work well



Secrets nobody publishes, #7:
How to use less of tiny rare extracts

Technically this is the best
dilution (closest to 50%)
But this is my rare and 
precious 1:1 extract. 
I only have 500 uL of it



Secrets nobody publishes, #7:

For rare & tiny samples
I use a more dilute
dilution in the 60-80% range
(Still gives decent results
and SAVES SAMPLE)



Accuracy (Linearity) (Matrix Effect Test) -
Can the assay distinguish low from high concentrations

at the preferred dilution?

Even with good parallelism,
assays can have non-linear effects

due to interfering substances in the "matrix"
Testing accuracy:
1. Make a large pooled sample at the dilution you plan to assay

(you will usually want 1.0mL of this pool)

2. Make 2 full sets of standards (each set has its own "zero's")

3. Add an extra 50uL of buffer to one set of standards + zero

4. Add 50uL of the pooled sample to the other set of
standards +zero (these are "spiked" standards)

5. Assay both sets of standards (+ zero's). Use the unspiked standards to 
make the standard curve. Treat the others as unknowns.

6. For the spiked standards: Graph apparent dose against known dose



Real example
(slightly blurry)

Accuracy for
fecal B
from

a small bird

Gambel's 
white-crowned sparrow
(Zonotricia leucophrys)



Real example
(slightly blurry)

Accuracy for
fecal B
from

a small bird

Gambel's 
white-crowned sparrow
(Zonotricia leucophrys)



Accuracy graph example

Accuracy graphs
should have a straight line
with a slope "close to 1"

In a perfect world,
the y-intercept of the line
will equal the dose of the

pool when it is assayed alone



Secrets nobody publishes, #7:
"How close to 1.0 is close enough?"

I decided that slopes
between 0.7-1.3
are acceptable

I made that up



Real example
Parallelism & accuracy for fecal cort in a small bird

Gambel's 
white-crowned sparrow
(Zonotricia leucophrys)



Take photos routinely



Samples after freeze-drying



Pulverizing the dried feces 
and mixing the powder



Weighing a sample



Pouring a weighed sample 
into an extraction tube



Take photos of any puzzling labels



After extraction
(just after centrifugation)



The parallelism assay for sparrow feces



(see real example in Prism graphs)



Take an extra photo
of your "plate map" and final data



Always take an extra photo
of your "plate map" and final data



Example of a "plate map"



Controls, precision & variation:

Buy or create a large pool of sample
Make aliquots
Freeze them all
Run 1 in every assay
Calculate the %CV

This is your INTER-ASSAY VARIATION

When you have extra room in your assay
Run 8 controls in the same assay (all in duplicate)
Calculate the %CV

This is your INTRA-ASSAY PRECISION

Alternative method: Calculate the %CV of
every pair of duplicates, then calculate
the overall average %CV of all the pairs.



Secrets people don't publish, #8:

Careful pipetting improves the sensitivity limit

You can test this yourself:

1. Assay eight pairs of zero's

2. Calculate the 95% confidence interval of
the OD's of the eight pairs of zeros 

3. The lower limit of the 95% CI is your sensitivity limit
(Wells that are lighter color than this 
optical density will be distinguished 
from zero 95% of the time)

The sensitivity limit will usually be better (lower)
than what the manufacturer says in the protocol


